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You are the great hunter; you are fired by that pure and inflammatory desire to find everything that fits just in the list of precious metals. yes, you're on the right page, no doubt. Ground EFX Swarm Series Digital Metal Detector is the tool you need to get going. Imagine a device that only helps you find a piece of metal that
you wouldn't find through the way. With all the dis positional properties at your disposal, you will find the hunting treasure more fulfilling. Treasure hunting is a hobby, something that takes you out of that thick cloud, nagging cockroaches, that dazzling fog after a boring service call, the metal detector will punctuate your
fun with exciting and breathtaking fun anecdotes especially when you get that precious piece. Imagine this device that would bring resounding changes during turn around time; We got it. The design team has just mounted all the features that will enhance the treasure hunting missions. Here is what Sol EFX Swarm
Series Digital Metal Detector is all about. More photo &amp; price on Amazon.comThe Ground EFX offers you the type of discrimination you expect from a top metal detector. It comes with three elimination modes; Coin mode, jewelry mode and all metal modes. Adjust between these modes so you can get what you just
want. Whether you want to choose coins, jewelry or any other metal, the metal detector can be customized to suit your needs. It makes no sense to dig for coins when you are interested in gold. The ways will tell you what kind of metal is hidden in the soil, so you can be sure what fortune you're about to get.
Polycarbonate and fiberglass constructionYou have a durable metal detector if you invest in the Ground EFX Swarm series digital metal detector. The body is made of durable materials (glass fiber and polycarbonate poles) that ensure that the element lasts a long time. Make sure you don't have to replace the metal
detector with a new one too soon after purchase. Moreover, the metal detector is made of lightweight materials that make it easy to carry it around in search of hunting your fortune. The ergonomic design tops the list of the best performance of this device. You have every reason to invest in it.10 The submersible coil has
proven that many treasures are found in the water especially in places where we have a public beach. Therefore, if you live near these public beaches and the treasure hunt is your interest, you have every right reason to invest in the GROUND EFX metal detector. The 10 waterproof submersible search coil can help you
treasures in the water without destroying your equipment. Other modern metal detectors can only be used in very shallow water, but it can be used in relatively deeper water surfaces. The coil is also foggy and weatherresistant and can withstand harsh climatic conditions. Depth and signal signal IndicatorsThis is the best
feature that all treasure hunting fans love to see in any metal detector. These two features work together to help you determine how deep you will have to dig before you get your fortune. As if not enough, it also comes with a pinpoint mode that shows you the exact location of the metal element. You can estimate for how
long you will dig and this helps you have a positive mind towards treasure hunting. Indicators of strength and depth will tell you when you are about to reach your luck. The metal detector comes with four different and unique audio tones that distinguish different types of metals. Whether it is a coin, a jewel, or gold that is
buried in the ground, the device can clearly tell. This eliminates the uncertainty of digging for what you're not sure about. The headphone jack ensures that you can quickly hear and distinguish these tones. You'll connect your headphones and the audibility issue will be sorted out. Therefore, you can use this Ground EFX
Swarm Series Digital Metal Detector in noisy comfortable environments without missing a single beep. Adjustable arm guardThere is nothing interesting than to own something that can be customized to meet your needs. With the arm adjustment function, you can shorten or extend the length of the arm to match the size
of the hand. The arm guard also comes with a belt that makes transporting this equipment worryingly easy. The manufacturer of this metal detector understands that treasure hunting is for everyone. They designed it to suit the needs of both left-handed and right-handed. Most metal detectors are biased to right-handed,
but it takes care of everyone. Ground EFX Swarm Series Digital Metal Detector – Video It offers great value for money. It is ideal for people of different ages. It can be used both on land and on wet soil. It is made of durable and lightweight materials. It can detect metals that are hidden within inches of the surface of the
soil. Some customers have complained about the lack of simplicity in operation.8 Metal Categories.Polycarbonate Construction.Signal Strength and Depth Indicators.Quick Release 7 Extension.Backlit Digital Interface.Runs on Six AA Alcaline Batteries.Product Dimensions: 12.7 x 6.3 x 23.6 inches. Weight: 5.6 pounds.
Shipping weight: 5.5 pounds. Batteries 6 Batteries AA required.4 HD audio tones. Q: How deep can it detect? A: The metal detector can detect a few centimeters from the surface of the ground. Q: Can I buy this article for my child? A: Yes, it's an excellent purchase that will give your child an amazing outdoor adventure.
VerdictThe Ground EFX Series Digital Metal Detector is the knees of bees in the arena of metal detectors. Its wide range of unique features coupled with a manageable price tag just cut through. You will certainly beat your deeds and soak yourself in unparalleled pleasure once you order for your piece. Your. is durable,
and you will hit maximums long enough. Cross-check it with other metal detectors and sure you'll have an idea of just what Ground EFX Swarm Series Digital Metal Detector boasts. I assure you that not at any time you will experience obstacles while using the metal detector. It is easy to use and the manual is easy to
understand. In addition, it has a large user interface especially in view of the modes of discrimination and tone four alerts for good reasons. Who knows you'll find that life-changing piece using the metal detector? The answer lies right in you. Price: See on the website Sol EFX MX100E Swarm Series MX100E Metal
Detector Ground Discount EFX MX100E Swarm Series MX100E Metal Detector and get fast shipping on the best promotion today. Strike Gold with Swarm MX100E Metal Detector! Featuring a 10 honeycomb submersible coil to provide a wide detection field and 3 removal modes, including an all-metal mode, the
detector offers adjustable discrimination and 8 metal categories to help remove unwanted metals from detection. Complete with an adjustable arm protection device with a comfortable belt and a fiberglass and polycarbonate construction provides durability, while a fast-release rod expands to help you expand your
search. 1/4 headphone jack. Requires 8 AA batteries. Features:Durable Fibergle &amp; Polycarbonate Construction Large, Simple-to-use Digital Backlight Interface 8 Metal Categories &amp; Adjustable Discrimination 3 Elimination Mods: All-metal, Coin &amp; Jewelry 4 Hd Audio Tones Signal Strength &amp; Depth
Indicators In Pin Mode Quick-release Rod Design Adds Up To 14 External Headphone Jack 12 Dd Submersible CoilDimension: L 23.7 X W 12.7 X H 6.1 in. Shipping Weight: 5.65 lbs 1 Contents 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Sol EFX MX100E Hi Performance Digital Metal Detector w/12 inch Coil, Yellow, NA
MX100E , MPN: MX100E , UPC: 616376504570 , Code: GFX-MD-MX100E GFX-MD-MX100E
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